PO-15168 & PO-15171

Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicants

Mr H & Mr N (the Applicants)

Scheme

Firefighters' Pension Scheme (the Scheme)

Respondents

Rhondda Cynon Taff (RCT)
South Wales Fire & Rescue Service (SWFRS)

Complaint Summary
The Applicants have complained that they were not informed by either RCT or SWFRS
that if they retired from their employment as a Wholetime Duty Firefighter (WDF), taking
advantage of their protected pension age (PPA), undertaking other linked employment
within 30 days of retirement would invalidate their PPA.
As a result, their ongoing or subsequent employment as Retained Duty Firefighters (RDF)
forfeited their entitlement to a PPA, and the pension payments received up until age 55,
were deemed unauthorised payments, and subject to unauthorised payment tax charges.

Summary of the Ombudsman’s Determination and reasons
The complaint brought by Mr N is upheld against SWFRS because it misinformed him of
his entitlement to tax free cash.
The complaint brought by Mr H is upheld because SWFRS failed to act with reasonable
care and skill when informing him of his pension entitlement.
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Detailed Determination
Background to PPA

Material facts

“In the case of regular fire fighters also employed as retained fire fighters both
employments have to cease on retirement from being a regular fire fighter in
order to retain the protected pension age and take benefits before age 55.”

Mr H
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“By commuting a quarter of your pension you will be in breach of your
personal allowance please see attached figures below outlining the maximum
you can commute without going over your personal allowance. If you wish to
commute an alternative amount please contact me.”
“Calculation factor for maximum commutation without incurring any tax liability…”
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On 16 July 2015, SWFRS paid the outstanding Scheme Sanction Charge to HMRC.
In June 2016, the Fire Brigades Union complained to SWFRS on behalf of the
Applicants.
The matter was considered further by SWFRS but the decision not to meet the
members’ tax liability remained the same. This was confirmed on 1 November 2016.
No further right of appeal was provided.
On 11 July 2019, Justice Morgan issued a judgment in the case of Corsham & Ors v
Essex & Ors [2019] EWHC 1776 (Ch) (the judgment), in relation to an appeal of a
previous Determination that I issued. This related to a similar breach of PPA rules for
members of the Police Pension Scheme. That Judgment upheld the appeal and
determined that the Police Authority in question was responsible for the tax liability
incurred by the members.
Summary of the Applicants’ position
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Summary of SWFRS’ position
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Summary of RCT’s position

Conclusions
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Directions
In respect of both Applicants, SWFRS shall calculate the total tax liability that arose
between the ages of 50 and 55, in respect of the breach of HMRC rules pertaining to
PPA, including any interest due to HMRC, and pay this to the Applicants, or directly to
HMRC on behalf of the Applicants, within 28 days of the date of this Determination.
In recognition of the severe distress and inconvenience caused, SWFRS shall pay
the Applicants £2,000 each within 28 days of this Determination.

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
27 March 2020
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